Changing
car ownership forever
Turning dealerships into innovative mobility providers while
offering customers a commitment-free, all-inclusive and
affordable solution.
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TrustedCars Flex
With TrustedCars Flex you can choose any vehicle you want from the available inventory of participating car dealers within the TrustedCars
Flex network, digitally sign for it in the app and you are ready to go. Drive the vehicle you like as long as you want and return it or swap for
another vehicle anytime.

Sign in / Sign up

$ 120

All Cars

Cancel
$ 800

Enter your phone number
####

2015 BMW
4er Gran Coupé

$ 150

2016 Golf
Trendline

$ 165

####
To join TrustedCars please
enter your phone number and
your information. We will
immediately send you a text
registration.

NEXT

Our paperless end-to-end
solution saves you time and a
lot of paperwork at pickup.

NEXT

Swap anytime:
You would like to return your
car or swap it for another one.
Simply select your next car or
your return date.

NEXT

Sign up

Choose a vehicle

Sign for it

Swap anytime

Quick sign-up
process within the
App

Choose any vehicle
you want. No surprises
with our all-inclusive
pricing

Sign for it right
on your phone

Freedom to drive
the vehicle you want
as long as you want

You only make a low weekly payment for as long as you keep the vehicle and you can change vehicles as often as you like.
There are no long-term contracts or hidden costs but a fair price with everything included: warranty, roadside assistance, insurance, maintenance, taxes and registration.

All-inclusive

Hassle-free

Weekly payment includes insurance, warranty, taxes,
maintenance and any other expense that comes with
owning a car

Convenient and risk-free. No uncertainties with
purchase, ﬁnancing, insurance, repair or
maintenance

Low weekly payment

Flexible

Transparent fair pricing with no hidden costs

You can return or swap your car anytime you want.
No long-term contract

With our unique combination of technology expertise and deep industry relationships we have designed a solution that offers consumers an
affordable, all-inclusive and commitment-free way to own a vehicle without ownership responsibilities. In parallel we offer dealerships an
additional source of income and access to a new generation of consumers.
It takes dealerships in excess of 100 days on average to sell a vehicle, with average costs of $15* per day per vehicle. We provide a technological solution for dealers to resolve both sides of the income statement issue: increase in revenue and reduction in holding costs.
But we don’t just want to solve the problem of car dealers with their increasing lot-time. More importantly we ﬁrmly believe that the business
model of dealerships will change dramatically. Dealerships will not just continue with their traditional business of one-time vehicle sales (at
relatively low margins) but provide new mobility concepts for the new generation of customers.
TrustedCars Flex as a high-tech company will help dealerships move rapidly up the evolution curve, with an easily accessible all-in-one
solution.
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Token Sale Overview and Timeline
TrustedCars Flex will issue a total of 800,000,000 Tokens on the Ethereum blockchain using a smart
contract. 520,000,000 of all Tokens will be sold during the Initial Token Sale. As a closed economy,
TrustedCars Flex will not release additional Tokens once the total of 800,000,000 are issued. Unsold
Tokens will be burned after the Token Sale. To fully protect the Token economy, Tokens that are not
for sale will also be burned proportionally.

ICO Structure / Metrics
Coin Name

TrustedCars Flex

Token Symbol

FLEX

Price per Token

1 FLEX = 0.07 EUR

Tokens Issued

800,000,000 (total number of tokens)

Tokens for Sale

520,000,000 (65% of all tokens)

Min purchase amount per transaction

700 FLEX = 49 Euro

Currencies Accepted

Ethereum (ETH) and Bitcoin (BTC) as well as Euros
(EUR) and US Dollars (USD) via bank transfer and
credit card
Other Cryptocurrencies individually decided

Token Distribution

5%

Tokens for Sale

13%

Bounty
Advisors & Legal
Business Development & Expansion

15%
65%

Founders, current & future employees
(2 year lock)

Budget Allocation
17.5%
30%

Technology / Platform Dev
Marketing
Expansion & Business Development
Admin & Operations

17.5%

35%
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Beneﬁts of FLEX within the ecosystem

Increases utility

TrustedCars Flex Tokens will help us to
build a system of incentives and rewards
to bring more efﬁciency in this malfunctioning industry.

Encourages participation

FLEX as Payment

FLEX as Rewards

Car dealers use FLEX for:

Car dealers receive FLEX for:

· Payment of TrustedCars Flex
commission

· being active/offering best deals:
based on number of transactions

· Premium Listing

· for great customer service: based on
ratings

· Additional Promotion & Advertising
Customers use FLEX for:
· Payment of the weekly vehicle fee
· Upgrade of the vehicle
· Special offers and discounts only
available for Token holders

Right vehicle at the right time, and all with
a few taps on your phone, with our digital
end-to-end solution. Using Ethereum-based smart contracts through which all
funds are secured and transferred, the
TrustedCars Flex ecosystem, as a secure and incorruptible infrastructure, will
fundamentally transform the consumer
experience in vehicle use and ownership.

Customers receive FLEX for:

· Test drives

· Returning the vehicle in a good condition: no scratches or dents and clean

Further planned use of Tokens for vehicle related services like car wash,
parking, delivery, refueling and much
more

· Loyalty: renting often and for long
periods
· Feedback: ratings and reviews
· Referrals

Onboards new users

Encourages good behaviour

Our Achievements with TrustedCars
The contribution of TrustedCars to TrustedCars Flex will not only be IT and infrastructure, but also an introduction of the TrustedCars Flex
concept to our car dealer partners and share of a TrustedCars talent pool of developers, support, sales and marketing teams.

Established ecosystem of long-lasting and
renowned partnerships
e.g. TUV Rheinland, DAT Group, Deutscher Auto
Dienst and many more

Large network of dealerships
More than 100 of the largest and most renowned
dealerships already trust and work with us

One of the largest Online Shops for used cars
worldwide

Better than an MVP – our Solution originates from
an established business

More than 30,000 listed vehicles in 2017 and currently more than 8,000 vehicles available for purchase

What we have developed over the last three years
will serve as a minimum viable product for TrustedCars Flex to begin operations

Won several awards for our concept
Most recently the prestigious used-car award „Gebrauchtwagen-Award“ for providing the best online
customer experience
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